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Von Senpai99

Kapitel 4: Bloody Truth

×.Miuna's P.O.V.×

I was sitting at a table with everyone. Lucinda Price,Daniël Price,Gabriël Turner,Patch
Cipriano,Narian Grey,Lord Cannan,Lady Allisha, Queen Teresa and King Peter. I had
asked them to let me talk to everyone. But in the past 30 min no one maid a sound. In
the end me clearing my throat brike the silence and everyone looked at me.

"I wanted to ask you guys something......What happened back then when the
rebellians attacked?"

Everyone looked at eachother then King Peter was the one to talk first.

"When the rebellians attacked there was a big chaos in the palace. We managed to
get Lucinda and Daniël to safety. Unfortunately Daniël died but he now is here with us
thanks to someone that brought him back to life. He doesn't know yet who it was. But
it has only been one year since he came back. No one was sure if it was really him at
first. But you'll be learning about that later from Lucinda. After we got them to safety
we started fighting. Many got injured but we managed to defeat them just.......when it
was over Gabriël wasn't here anymore he got taken hostage by them. We decided to
look see if every important family was safe that's when we arrived at your family
house." He stops for a moment that's when Lord Cannan continues.

"There were rebellians on the ground and the door was opened. As we entered we
saw a lot of blood and your step brother Xabder holding a sword. At first we thought
he killed the rebellians but then we saw your father as his feet.....dead. As he saw us
he vanished quickly and we didn't get to stop him. Your mother was nit to far away
still alive but she lost so much blood she died after saying your and your sister name.
We quickly rushed to your rooms but neither of you were there"

"We started a patrol search through the forest thinking you might have run away. We
caught the scent of your blood near the portal to the human world but it was blocked
so we couldn't go through. But your sisters scent came from the direction of the
rebellians base." Said Patch.

I was shaking staring at everyone then i quickly looked at Gabe.
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"Wait if you were taken by the rebellians then that menas Crystal is also out right?
Right?" I look at him with hope but then i friwn feeling tears as he shakes his head*

×.Gabriëls P.O.V.×

As i shook my head i knew that would break her apart.

"It's true that i was taken by the rebellians but i didn't knew she was there too. After
they caught me they started torturing me thinking i knew where the Prince and
Princess were hidden but i didn't. However they didn't believed that. And they kep on
torturing me. For the past years i have been training my body in that cold cell until
one day i managed to escape. On my way out i could feel some familiar scent but i
thought it was the one of Alera's since she tortured me the most." I finished talking
looking at her seeing her face white and weak.

"Alera? B.....But s....she's our friend? I.....i s....she was l....like a sister to me and crystal"
she said through tears.

I couldn't hold myself back and stood up walking to her then got on my knees and
wiped her tears

"I know......but she isn't anymore. But now that we know for sure where your sister is
we can save her. I promise you we will bring her back. You are the last survivors
afterall." I smile softly trying to make her feel better.

"Actually we have already tried ince to save her....but their barrier was so strong we
couldn't get through" i heard my father say. "It was before you escaped we didn't
knew you guys were kept in the same base. They have 3 different bases." He
continued.

×.Miuna's P.O.V.×

I look at Gabriël then at his father. Different bases? What are they trying to hide?

"Is that the only time you tried? Just one time? How can one time be enough? If it
didn't work the first time then you should have tried again and again!" I kinda snap

"We wanted to try again but the Prince Daniël and also Gabriël returned. And we got
to glad that we forgot our plans. But now that you are back nothing holds us back
from trying again" Lord Cannan said.

I nodded and we started making a plan for the next day of how we would save my
sister. It was already dinner time when everyone went to their own houses and rooms.
I remained behind with Lucinda,Daniël and Gabriël.

"I think it's time to tell you what happened to me" i heard Daniël say as we were
drinking some tea. "As we were brought to safety i remained with Lucinda but i could
feel a rebellian followed us so i let Lucinda in hiding and got out from another side
not to let them know she was there and attacked tgem from behind. Although I'm
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good at fight i wasn't able to win and got killed. I was to far away from the hiding
place so they didn't find me. I think I've been dead for like 5 years but then one day i
opened my eyes. I was in the same spot in that forest but i could feel a warm energy
nearby however it was to weak so i couldn't track it. I found next to me a hair
ornament of a girl but neither with this i couldn't find her. I recently went to a shop
but all i could find out its that it probably belongs to the late Knight family that has
passes away tausend years ago." He said with some sadness in his eyes....but i could
see there was still a slight light of hope.

"I'm sure you'll find her if you keep searching" i smiles faintly then we suddenly hear a
glass breaking as someone jumps inside through the mirror. It all happened so fast
but i could recognise the person....XANDER. Before i could realize it he was gone but
Daniël shout brought me back to reality and i frowned seeing Lucinda next to me on
the ground it was then that i felt the burning pain coming from my chest. Me and
Lucinda were in a spot of blood. Gabriël and Daniël tried to keep us awake while
calling for help but we both passed out.
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